The Legal Imagination

White extends his theory of law as
constitutive rhetoric, asking how one may
criticize the legal culture and the texts
within it.A fascinating study of the
language of the law... . This book is to be
highly recommended: certainly, for those
who find the time to read it, it will broaden
the mind, and give lawyers a new insight
into their role.New Law Journal

What made The Legal Imagination so highly innovative in 1973 was that it connected law to what for long, because of
the dominant view on law as science, hadThe Legal Imagination has 19 ratings and 2 reviews. Cosmo said: While
Whites text is presented like a legal casebook, its appeal is much broader. White James Boyd White (born 1938) is an
American law professor, literary critic, scholar and Whites most well-known book, The Legal Imagination, was
published in 1973. That book was designed essentially as a textbook for students studyingTHE LEGAL
IMAGINATION: Studies in the Nature of Legal Thought and Expression [James B. White] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.The legal imagination. Responsibility: James Boyd White. Edition: Abridged ed. Imprint: Chicago :
University of Chicago Press, 1985. Physical description: xxv Hypotheticals, fantastical beings, and a fictional omnibus:
legal reasoning is made supple by its use of the imagination. Download Download The Legal Imagination (James Boyd
White ) PDF Online Ebook Online Donwload HereFrom the eleventh century until the successful modern codification
movement in the eighteenth century, European law in the West presents a picture ofIn The Legal Imagination Professor
James White probes the language of law. With that gentle skill born only of great charity, he also leads the readers to
face theIn this masterful choreography of legal philosophy, legal history, and comparative law, Alan Watson draws from
ancient Roman, English, and French law toThis Article is brought to you for free and open access by the College of Law
Faculty Scholarship at University of Cincinnati College of Law Scholarship.The Legal Imagination Abridged Edition.
This item:The Legal Imagination by James Boyd White Paperback $30.60. James Boyd White was and is a leader in the
law & literature school of the living, he arguably is the leader.An analysis of constitutional law, examining the plays of
William Shakespeare as legal texts. Professor Ward uses the plays as a starting point to investigate the Revered for
pioneering the law and literature movement, The Legal Imagination celebrates its 45th year of inspiring students and
readersIn the conversation this book establishes with the law student I accordingly mean to speak, not to the law student
alone, but to the general reader as well, andRevered for pioneering the law and literature movement, The Legal
Imagination celebrates its 45th year of inspiring students and readers around the world.James Boyd White. White
extends his theory of law as constitutive rhetoric, asking how one may criticize the legal culture and the texts within it.
This book is to be highly recommended: certainly, for those who find the time to read it, it will broaden the mind,.Buy
The Legal Imagination Abridged edition by James Boyd White (ISBN: 9780226894935) from Amazons Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on: Legal Imagination: Studies in the Nature of Legal Thought and Expression
(9780316936026): James Boyd White: Books.The Legal Imagination: James Boyd White: 9780226894935: Books -
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.The Legal Imagination: Studies in the Nature of Legal Thought and Expression. Front Cover. James Boyd White. Little,
Brown, 1973 - Law - 986 pages.pearance of James B. Whites The Legal Imagination should be a welcome event. The
final word of the title of this textbook for law students imme-.
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